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Waste Management and Research - The journal Impact 2019-2020 Waste Management and Research is 2.130, which is just updated in 2020. Compared to the Journal Impact historical data, metric 2019 waste management and research increased by 19.66%. The quartile of the impact journal Waste Management and Research No. 2.
The influence of the journal Academic Journal is a scientometric metric that reflects the average annual number of quotes that the last article published in this journal received. It is often used as a metric for the relative importance of a journal in its field; journals with higher-influenced journals are often considered more important than
journals with lower ones. The journal's influence measures the average number of citations received in a given year (2019) according to documents published in the journal for the previous two years (2017-2018). Impact magazine will be registered in 2020 in 2019; they cannot be calculated until all 2019 publications are processed by the
index agency. In addition to the 2-year-old magazine Impact, the 3-year-old impact magazine can provide additional information and factors about the impact of waste management and research. Page 2 (Cessation) ISSN: 1876-4002 - Volume 13, 2020 INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS The Open Waste Management Journal is an online
open Access journal that publishes scientific articles, reviews and letters in the field of waste management aimed at providing the most complete and reliable source of information about current events in this area. Each peer-reviewed article, published in the journal Bentham OPEN, is universally and freely available over the Internet in an
easy-to-read and print PDF format. MANUSCRIPT SECTIONS FOR PAPERS Online online presentation and tracking service facilitates the rapid and cost-effective presentation of manuscripts. The full manuscript must be submitted online through the Bentham Manuscript Processing System (MPS) at View Instructions Authors should
only submit their articles directly through our online system as we do not accept articles through intermediaries of companies or agents. The manuscripts must be submitted by one of the authors of the manuscript and should not be submitted by anyone on their behalf. The principal/relevant author will have to submit a cover letter together
with the manuscript on behalf of all co-authors (if any). The author will confirm that the manuscript (or any part of it) has not been published before or is not considered for publication elsewhere. In addition, any illustration, structure or table that has been published elsewhere must be submitted and an author's permission to reproduce must
be obtained. For all online views, please provide copies of all materials (main text in MS Word or Tex/LaTeX), Tex/LaTeX), / illustrations in TIFF, PDF or JPEG, as well as chemical structures drawn in ChemDraw (CDX) / ISISDraw (TGF) as separate files, while the PDF version of the entire manuscript should also be included, embedded
with all figures/illustrations/tables/chemical structures, etc. Cilli MS text.doc, Cilli MS Figure 1, etc. It is imperative that before presenting, authors must carefully adjust files for special characters, mathematical symbols, Greek letters, equations, tables and images to make sure they appear in the proper format. A successful electronic
presentation of the manuscript will be accompanied by a system confirmation to the principal/relevant author within 72 hours of sending the manuscript. Any questions regarding the preparation and presentation of your manuscript to the journal should be addressed towmj@benthamopen.net and copied to note info@benthamopen.net:
Any requests in it must be addressed oa@benthamopen.net and copied Jalil@benthamopen.net copyright authors who publish in Bentham OPEN Journals retain the copyright to their work. One condition of publication is that the manuscripts submitted to the journal have not been published and will not be simultaneously submitted or
published elsewhere. Plagiarism is strictly prohibited and, by submitting an article for publication, the authors agree that publishers have a legal right to take appropriate action against authors if plagiarism or fabricated information is found. Once published in the journal, the author cannot withdraw his manuscript at any stage until it is
published. Articles are licensed in accordance with the terms of Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License (CC-BY 4.0) ( , which allows copying and redistribution of material in any environment or format, as well as remixes, conversions, and relying on material for any purpose, even commercially, provided the
appropriate credit is given, a link to the license is granted, and provided that it is specified if any changes have been made. It is also a requirement that the signed letter of author also be submitted together with the manuscript by the author, to whom correspondence should be addressed, indicating the scope of the article submitted, in
which to declare potential competing interests, to recognize the contributions of authors and financial institutions and to confirm that the document was prepared in accordance with the Instructions for the authors. All inconsistencies in the text and in the reference section, as well as any typographical errors, must be thoroughly checked
and corrected before submitting the manuscript. The article does not contain such material which may be illegal, defamatory, fabricated, plagiarism or which, if published, in any way violates the terms set out in the agreement. The authors recognize that publishers have a legal right to take appropriate action against the authors for any
such violation of the terms set out in the agreement. Download published/reproduced copyright letter should not be included unless you have received written permission from the copyright holder, which should be sent to the editor if your article is accepted for publication. To obtain permission to reproduce any material published in the
Bentham OPEN article, please complete the FORM request and send towmj@benthamopen.net for review. MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION The manuscript should be written in English in a clear, direct and active style. All pages should be moderate in sequence, making it easier to view and edit the manuscript. Professional editing
services can be used by the team available at Bentham OPEN to correct grammatical, scientific and typographical errors. The journal accepts original scientific articles, letters and reviews/mini-review articles written in English. Supplements, conference meetings and open-access book reviews can also be considered for publication.
Scientific articles should be 4000-6000 words with 75 or more references, With the exception of numbers, structures, photographs, diagrams, tables, etc. The length of the published comprehensive review article is between 35,000 and 40,000 words with 100 or more links, excluding numbers, structures, photos, diagrams, tables, etc. Trial
studies should be 1,500 to 4,000 words with 50 or more references, except for numbers, structures, photos, diagrams, tables, etc. Publishers and authors are encouraged to contact our book review editor to towmj@benthamopen.net requests to review books. All the submissions will be reviewed by an independent expert in this field.
Authors are not charged for publishing reviews of books for a page. Articles should be provided by eminent experts on the latest developments. They should be written in the format of mini-reviews (about 4 to 5 pages, about 800 to 850 words per compiled page without taking into account tables, structures, graphs, figures and signatures)
with about 70 references to recent literature. All pages should be moderate in sequence. The number of numbers, tables or additional files, such as video clips, animations, and datasets that can be included in each of them, is unlimited Online. Authors should include all relevant supporting data in each article. The journal also discusses
add-ons/themed questions for publication. Thematic editions for guests are published for free. Supplement/themed questions will be a collection of articles (minimum 6, maximum 20 articles) based on a contemporary topic or topic of great importance to the field. Mini supplements consisting of 3 to 5 articles are also welcome. The
supplement can consist of either all review articles or a mixture of review and scientific articles. The main editorial task of the invited editors is to invite the addition participants and manage to review the submitted manuscripts. A short summary or suggestion for the add-on should be submitted to the editor-in-chief by email
towmj@benthamopen.net with a copy for specialissue@benthamopen.net. MANUSCRIPT SECTIONS FOR PAPERS Manuscripts for scientific articles and letters submitted to the relevant journals should be divided into the following sections; however, in accordance with the requirements for this topic, there may be an increase in the
number of sections in the review articles. Copyright Page Title Structured Abstract Text organization Conclusion List of Abbreviations (if any) Availability of Data and Materials Funding Funding Conflict of Interest Confessions Links Applications Figures /Illustrations (If Any) Chemical Structures (if Any) Tables (if Any) Table Support
/Additional Material (If Any) Title should be accurate and concise and should not be more than 120 characters. Authors should avoid using non-standard abbreviations and question marks in titles. The name must be written in the titular case, except for articles, connections and prepositions. The authors should also provide a short running
title. Abstract from the article should be her clear, concise and accurate summary, no more than 250 words, and including explicit sub-catch (both in a line or headline run in bold). You should avoid using abbreviations and not mention links in annotations. Ideally, each abstract should include the following preparations, but they can vary
depending on the requirements of the article. Reference Objective Methods Results Conclusion Headlines may vary, but should be carried away by the purpose of the study, participants' details, measurements, methods, key findings and conclusions. 6 to 8 keywords should be provided. Choose important and relevant keywords that
researchers in your field will be looking for to have your article appear in a database search. The main text should start on a separate page and be divided into separate sections. The text may be further divided according to the areas under discussion, followed by the List of Abbreviations (if any), sections of the Conflict recognition and
reference articles. Article. Review and writing articles, the manuscript should be divided into the front page, abstract and main text. The review article should mention any previous important reviews on the ground and contain a comprehensive discussion, starting with a general background on the ground. Then we should discuss the main
features of recent events. Authors should avoid presenting material that had already been published in the previous review. Authors are encouraged to submit and discuss their comments in a brief way. For scientific articles, the main text should be structured into separate sections, such as introduction, materials and methodology, results,
discussion and conclusion. All randomized clinical trials must include a flow chart, and authors must provide a completed randomized sample checklist (see CONSORT Flow Chart and Checklist; www.consort-statement.org) and trial protocol. The style of the manuscript should be uniform throughout the text and 10 pt Times New Roman
font should be used. The full term of the acronym should precede its first appearance in the text, unless it is a standard unit of measurement. Reference numbers should be provided in brackets in the text. For a heterogeneous catalysis, the presentation should include the reaction rate normalized by the catalyst surface area, the surface
area of the active phase, or the number of active surface atoms or catalytic sites as needed. Typical speed units are mol s-1 m-2 or, in the case of normalization of the surface atom to obtain the frequencies of rotation, s-1. For a homogeneous catalysis, bets usually need to be reported as turnover frequencies. Selective comparisons
should be made in similar transformations. Catalytic measurements should be carried out in kinetically limited conditions. It is necessary to sell supporting tests about them, especially to all reactions occurring in the liquid phase. Greek symbols and special symbols often undergo formatting changes and are corrupted or lost while
preparing the manuscript for publication. To make sure that all the special characters used are embedded in the text, these special characters must be inserted as a symbol, but should not be the result of any styling format (the character font face), otherwise they will be lost during the conversion to PDF/XML. Authors are encouraged to
read the reporting guidelines. The guidelines contain a number of recommendations, including a list of items relevant to their particular research project. Only IsO characters written on an Italian basis should be used for different parameters. All measurements must be registered only in the International System of Units (SI). SI units should
always be in Roman and separated from the numerical meaning by space (regardless of language). The most μ in mcg or um should be in the Roman. The symbol for a liter is L, and that for a minute min. For temperature, please pay attention to the KK and KK, but K. Since Angstrom (1st 10-10 m) is not a unit of SI, it should be replaced
with a nanometer (1 nm and 10-9 m) or a peakometer (1 hour 10-12 m): 1 0.1 nm and 100 m. Several units must be written with negative superscripts (e.g. 25 mguL-1 us-1). The list of notations should appear shortly before the first paragraph of the full text. The list of symbols and units should be presented when widely used throughout
the text. Avoid using built-up factions in the text. If you don't avoid the author (s), the built-in factions will be converted into equivalent expressions on the line when the paper is copyedited. In displaying matter, however, built-up factions are preferred for clarity. Avoid using small-type mathematical expressions above or below the arrows. If
possible, try an alternative format. In an exponential function, avoid exhibitors with more than one or two characters. Avoid using reference numbers for equations that are not subsequently mentioned in the document. Costs are reduced when short mathematical equations and other expressions are started in the text (instead of each one
is displayed on a separate line). Authors should expect that when copying accepted documents, the extra reference numbers of equations will be removed, and short equations will work with the text. Be sure to specify a special marking of symbols (e.g. foundry, bold face) and clearly identify any unusual symbols. Try to avoid stressed
symbols because they often require hand-made composition and opening lines and are thus expensive. In vector designations, specify which letters or symbols, if any, can be set in bold. Please indicate if the asterisks should be installed in the superscript or in the center of the line. All equations should be indentated and as follows: (1)
The equation number should be correct. Put three points (...) halfway between the end of the equation and the number of equations. Punctuation should not be used at the end of the equation. Special care should be taken to distinguish between the number zero (0) and the letter O; number one (1) and the letter L, the Roman letter v and
the Greek nu (n). The decimal logarite should be written by the journal and the natural journal ln. The abbreviation of exponential function is Roman e (e.g. ex) or exp (e.g. exp (u2 and n)). In dxdt terms, the letter d (derivative function) is always written in Roman, while the physical setting (x or t) is always in literia. Numbers are written in
numbers, when they are followed by units, they are represented by their SI symbols (10%, but a few percent). In numbers, each group of three letters must be divided by space (except for dates and postcodes). Authors should provide equations in format TeX/LaTeX separately, as well as embedded in the manuscript. Item item consistent
with current American use. As much as possible, authors should use systematic names similar to those used by the Chemical Annotation Service or IUPAC. The rules of the Chemical Annotation (CA) item are outlined in Annex IV of the Chemical Annotation Index. At the end of the article, a paragraph in the Conclusion may be given,
summarizes the contents of the article, outlines the final results of the study, or proposes further study on the subject. Authors must clearly declare the sources of funding for their manuscripts by providing the name of the financial institution or financial support, as well as the allocated grant number/premium in brackets (if they apply), for
example, This work has been financially supported (Name of the Financial Agency) (Grant number XXX). Similarly, if the document does not have any specific source of funding and is part of the authors' employment, then the name of the employer will be needed. Authors will need to be clear that the sponsor was involved in writing,
editing, approving or deciding to publish the article. If the text uses abbreviations, they should be defined in the text where they were first used, or a list of abbreviations should be submitted. If you need to present long but significant methodological details, use apps that may be part of the article. The app should not exceed three pages
(Times New Roman, 12 dot fonts, 900 max. words per page). Information should be provided in an abbreviated form, excluding the need for full sentences. One app should be entitled APPENDIX, while more than one can be called APPENDIX A, APPENDIX B and so on. We recommend giving supportive material, such as a PowerPoint
file containing a conversation about research, a PowerPoint file containing additional screenshots, Word, RTF, or PDF document showing the original tool (s), video or source data (SAS/SPSS files, Excel files, Access Db files, etc.) provided it is imminent or approved by the editor of the magazine. Published/reproduced material should not
be included unless you have received written permission from the copyright holder, which should be sent to the editor if your article is accepted for publication. Auxiliary/additional material intended for publication must be moderated and mentioned in the manuscript, but should not be part of the submitted document. Before the Links
section, you should provide quotes from the text, as well as a section with the title Support/Additional Material. Here, list all the supporting/additional materials and include a short signature line for each file describing its contents. Any files will be linked to the final published article in the form provided by the author, but will not be displayed
in the document. They will be available in form as originally provided only on our website. Please also make sure that each additional file is one table, figure, or film (please don't download related sheets or PDF files more than one sheet in size). Auxiliary/additional material must be provided in a single zippered file of no more than 4MB.
Authors should clearly state if these files are not for publication, but are designed for reviewers/editors to view only. RESEARCH ETHICS AND POLICIES Financial contributions to the work reported must be clearly recognized as any potential conflict of interest. Please recognize anyone (an individual/company/institution) who has
contributed to the study by making a significant contribution to the conception, development, data collection or analysis and interpretation of the data, or who has been involved in the development of the manuscript or its critical revision for important intellectual content. Please list the source (s) of research funding, for each author, and for
the preparation of the manuscript in the recognition section. The authors are encouraged to pay attention to safety considerations such as explosive tendencies, special precautions, toxicity and special waste disposal procedures. REFERENCES links should only be listed in the IEEE style. All links should be consistently moderated (in
brackets) in the text and listed in the same numerical order in the reference section. Reference numbers must be finalized and the bibliography must be fully formatted before being sent. References should be relevant to the study and should refer to the initial sources of research. Authors, editors and experts should avoid self-
management and vested interests. The author will be responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the links. Below are a few examples of links listed in the correct IEEE style: G. Liu, K. Y. Lee and H. F. Jordan, TDM and TWDM de Bruijn Networks and shufflenets for optical communication, IEEE Trans. Comp., vol. 46, page 695-701,
June 1997. S. M. Hemmingsen, Soft Science. Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan Press, 1997. A. Rezi and M. Alam, TransformationAl Processing Technology at Control and Dynamic Systems, Vol. 69, Multidimensional Systems, C. T. Leondes, Ed. San Diego: Academic Press, 1995, page 133-180. D. Sarunyagate, Ed., Lasers. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1996. N. Osifchin and G. Wau, Considerations of power for the modernization of telecommunications in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union (CCE/FSU), at the Second Special Conference of the Special Conference on Telecommunications Energy, 1997, p. 9-16. K. Kimura and A. Libeles, Fuzzy
Controller Component, U.S. Patent 14 860 040, December 14, 1996. H. Chang, Networks, Insensitive to Delays, M.S. Dissertation, University ON, Canada, 1997. L. Bass.. Clements and R. Kazman. Software architecture in practice, 2nd Ed. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison Wesley, 2003. (E-book) Available: Safari e-book. P. H. C. Eilers
and J. J. Goeman, Improvement of scattering with smoothed density, Bioinformatics, vol. 20, No. 5, page 623-628, March 2004. (Online). Available: Access September 18, 2004. The quotes for articles/materials published exclusively on the Internet or in the public domain (free to view) should contain exact web addresses (URLs) at the
end of the link (s), except those posted on the author's website, unless editorially important, such as Help: Available from: URL. Some important points to remember: All links must be complete and accurate. Online quotes should include the date of access. The names of the journals must correspond to the acronyms IEEE Transactions,



Journals and Letters. All authors of the related works should be quoted, and there should be no use of a short version, etc. special attention under the convention on punctuation, as described in the above examples. Avoid using the superscript in the quote text and reference section. Annotations, unpublished data and personal messages
(which can only be included if prior authorization is obtained) should not be presented in the reference section, but they may be mentioned in the text and the details presented as footnotes. Authors are encouraged to use the recent version of EndNote (version 5 and above) or the help manager (version 10) when formatting their reference
list, as this allows you to automatically extract links. AVAILABILITY DATA AND MATERIALS The source of the data and materials should be mentioned in the manuscript in support of the results. If the source of the data is not disclosed, the authors should clearly know the reasons. Authors who do not want to share their data should
clearly know that the data will not be transmitted, and give reasons. The data statement should be submitted in the following format as part of a separate section, Accessibility of Data and Materials in the manuscript: Data supporting the article's findings is available in the repository name at URL, reference number (reference number).
FIGURES/TABLES All authors must strictly follow the guidelines below to prepare illustrations for publication in the Open Waste Management Journal. If the numbers are found to be non-standard, the manuscripts will be rejected. Authors must submit good quality figures (s) in PDF, PPT, MS Word, TIFF or JPEG versions that, if
necessary, should be improved by your organization's own or professional graphic designers/country. You may even consider approaching our contracted Eureka science service providers for service schedules. Graphic design team at Eureka Eureka can help improve the quality of your images at affordable prices. Eureka Science has set
a special rate of $135 to improve to five figures, with any additional figures charged at $20 each. The quality of the graphics improvement services offered by Eureka Science can be seen on as well as valuable feedback on their services . You can contact Eureka Science info@eurekascience.net Note: Graphic Service Services do not
guarantee acceptance of a manuscript for publication. The final acceptance/decision on the manuscript is made by the EiC. Illustrations should be provided according to the following guide: Illustrations must be embedded in the text file and must be measured sequentially in order of their appearance. Each shape should include only one
illustration, which must be cropped to minimize the amount of space occupied by the illustration. If the shape is in separate parts, all parts of the shape must be represented in one composite illustration file. Photos must be provided with bar scale if necessary, as well as high-resolution component files. All numbers, symbols and letters in
numbers must be consistent and clear throughout and large enough to remain readable when the size decreases for publication. It was necessary to ensure that every figure in the text was consistent. The Line Art image type is usually a line-and-text image. It does not contain tonal or shaded areas. The preferred file format should be
TIFF or EPS, with monochrome 1-bit or RGB color mode, at 900-1200 dpi resolution. The Halftone type of image is the continuous tone of a photo that does not contain text. It should have the preferred format of the TIFF file, with the color mode of RGB or Grayscale, in resolution 300 dpi. The type of combined image is an image
containing half-tod, text or linear elements of art. It should have the preferred format of the TIFF file, with the color mode of RGB or Grayscale, in resolution 500-900 dpi. Illustrations can be presented in the following file formats: Illustrator EPS (preferred chart format) PDF (also especially suitable for diagrams) PNG (preferred format for
photos or images) Microsoft Word (version 5 and above; numbers should be one page) PowerPoint (numbers should be one page) TIFF JPEG (conversion must be done using the original file) BMP CDX (ChemDraw) TGD For TIFF or EPS figures with significantly larger file size limiting file size in online views recommended. Therefore,
authors can switch to the JPEG format before because this leads to a significant reduction in file size and download time while maintaining acceptable quality. JPEG is a loss-making However, to maintain acceptable image quality, it is recommended that you keep JPEG files at high or maximum quality. The Sipit or Things tools should not
be used to compress files before sending, as the compression received through these tools is always negligible. Please refrain from providing: Graphics embedded in the word document (spreadsheet, presentation). Optimized files optimized for screen use (e.g. GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG) due to low resolution. Files are too low-resolution.
Graphics that are disproportionately large for content. Technical requirements for graphic/graphic representations. Requirement width - 8.5 inches (between the required size) Height - 11 inches (between the required size) Pixels/inches - 300 (minimum dpi) All shapes must be in the vector scale (except for the tone, half, photo). There are
many software packages, many of them free software or shareware, capable of converting to and from different graphics formats, including PNG. Common image conversion tools include the graphic converter on Macintosh, Paint Shop Pro, Windows and ImageMagick, available on the Macintosh, Windows and UNIX platforms. Bitmap
images (such as screenshots) should not be converted to EPS because they result in a much larger file size than the equivalent of JPEG, TIFF, PNG or BMP, and poor quality. EPS should only be used for images produced by vector-drawing applications such as Adobe Illustrator or CorelDraw. Most vector applications can be saved or
exported in EPS format. If the images were originally produced in an Office app, such as Word or PowerPoint, the original Office files should be directly uploaded to the site, rather than converted to JPEG or other poor quality format. The chemical structures must be prepared in ChemDraw/CDX and presented as a separate file. According
to the ACS Style Sheet Figure Settings Chain Corner 120 Bond interval 18% from width Fixed length 14.4 pt (0.500cm, 0.2in) Bold width 2.0 pt (0.071cm, 0.0278in) Line Width 0.6 pt (0.021cm, 0.0084in) Width margin 1.6 pt (0.096cm) Hash interval 2.5 pt (0.088cm, 0.0347in) Text settings Font Times New Roman size 10 pt Preferred
Preference Of 3 pixels under page Using US paper 100% Table tables should be presented in Microsoft Word Table format. Each table should include a name/signature, which is itself explained with regard to the details discussed in the table. Detailed legends can follow. The table number in bold, i.e. table 1, should follow the title. The
name should be in a small case with the first letter in caps. Full should be placed at the end of the title. Tables must be embedded in the text exactly in accordance with their appropriate placement in the manuscript presented. Columns and data lines should be markedly different, ensuring that the boundaries of each cell cell appear as
black lines. Tables should be consistently measured on Arab figures in order to quote them in the text. If the link is in both the table and the text, please insert a letter footnote into the table to indicate a doo-ware reference in the text. Table data provided as additional files can be presented as an Excel spreadsheet. It is enough to present
the data in the tables to avoid unnecessary repetition and shorten the length of the text. The citation of each table in the text should be ensured. Symbols and non-standard acronyms must be explained at the end of the text. All links should be consistently moderated (in brackets) in the table and listed in the same numerical order in the
reference section. AUTHORS AND INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATIONS The author will be required to provide his full names, institutional affiliations and place, with an asterisk in front of the name of the principal/appropriate author. The corresponding author (s) must be assigned and their full address, business phone and fax number and
email address must be specified to obtain correspondence and galley evidence. It is also suggested that you regularly update your profile in SCOPUS and other databases. Authors must provide a final list of authors at the time of submission, ensuring the correct sequence of authors' names that will not be considered for any addition,
removal or permutation after the final submission of the manuscript. If a substantive change is required, it can only be done on the approval of the editor, for whom the editor must receive the following from the author concerned: (a) the reason for the change in the author's list and the sequence (b) confirmation is a prerequisite from all co-
sponsors for any amendment or removal. Any amendment to the list of authors would be considered by the editor only if it was mandatory. The publication of the manuscript will be withheld when the request is considered. However, if the manuscript is already published on the Internet, requests subsequently approved by the editor will
lead to an error or corrogendum. LANGUAGE AND EDITING Manuscripts containing language inconsistencies will not be published. Authors should seek professional help to correct grammatical, scientific and typographical errors before submitting a revised version of the article for publication. Professional editing services can also be
requested by a team available at Bentham OPEN. Authors are required to tread PDF versions of their manuscripts before sending them. To avoid delays in publication, the evidence must be immediately checked for typographical errors and returned within 48 hours. The basic changes are unacceptable at the proof stage. If the author (s)
cannot submit a fix within 48 hours for any reason, he or she At least at least evidence or article will be published in the same way as obtained, and publishers will not be held responsible for any errors occurring in the manuscript in this regard. The author in question will be fully responsible for ensuring that the revised version of the
manuscript, which includes all the corrections submitted, receives the approval of all the authors of the manuscript. OVERVIEW AND PROMPTNESS PUBLISHING All documents submitted for publication are immediately subject to pre-editorial control by the editor-in-chief regarding their suitability. The editor-in-chief determines whether
the manuscript falls within the scope of the journal and (b) meets the editorial criteria of Bentham OPEN in terms of originality and quality. Manuscripts that seem appropriate are then subjected to a single-blind review, usually by three neutral eminent experts. The services of eminent international experts are sought through invitations to
carry out an expert assessment of the manuscript presented, taking into account the scope of the manuscript and the experience of the reviewers. The identity of the reviewers was not disclosed to the authors. The anonymity of reviewers provides an objective and objective assessment of the manuscript by reviewers. Before sending the
manuscripts to reviewers, Bentham OPEN seeks the consent of potential reviewers about their availability and willingness to review. Correspondence between the editors of the magazine and the reviewers is kept secret. It is expected that the reviewers will submit their reports in a timely manner, as the prompt review will lead to the timely
publication of the manuscript, which is beneficial not only to the authors but also to the scientific community. The editorial process and peer review workflow for each magazine are in the hands of a group of senior editors, editorial board members (EBMs) and specialized magazine managers who have the necessary experience in their
specific fields. The editor-in-chief may recommend the adoption or rejection of the manuscript after reviewing the views of independent arbitrators, or he/she may seek the assistance and advice of other experts in this area if necessary. The editor-in-chief and senior editor of the magazine have the right to select reviewers for a particular
manuscript based on the knowledge and experience of reviewers. After reviewing the manuscript by at least two independent experts, in addition to the editor's assessment, the decision is passed on to authors who can be classified as: Accept unchanged changes required to reject Bentham OPEN requests not to have manuscripts peer-
reviewed by those experts who may have a competing interest with the author (s) of the submitted manuscript. Editors cannot be aware of all competing interests; therefore, reviewers are expected to inform Editor, if they notice any potential competing interest during the review of the manuscript. In addition, reviewers should inform the
editors or editors of the journal if they have a conflict of interest in reviewing the manuscript submitted by any author/contributor of the manuscript. Documents that are delayed by the authors in the review for more than 30 days must be re-presented as a new submission. The documents accepted for publication are types and the evidence
is sent to the authors for any corrections prior to the final publication. PLAGIARISM PREVENTION Bentham OPEN uses iThenticate software to detect overlaps and similar text in the manuscripts presented. iThenticate software checks content against a database of periodicals, the Internet and a comprehensive database of articles. It
generates a similarity report, emphasizing the percentage match between a downloaded article and published material. Any case of overlapping content is further checked for suspicions of plagiarism in accordance with the publisher's editorial policy. Bentham OPEN allows you to review the manuscript for publication for a total of 20%. The
percentage of similarities is further verified based on the following important points: the text of each manuscript submitted is verified by iThenticate's content tracking mode. Content tracking mode ensures that manuscripts with a total low percentage of similarities (but which may have a higher resemblance to a single source) are not
overlooked. The acceptable limit of text similarity from a single source is 5%. If the level of similarity exceeds 5%, the manuscript is returned to the author for paraphrasing the text and a reference to the original source of the copied material. It is important to note that text taken from a variety of sources with a total low percentage of
similarities will be considered plagiarism if most of the article is a combination of copied materials. There may be some manuscripts with a total low percentage of similarities, but a higher percentage from a single source. The manuscript may have less than 20% of the total similarity, but it can be 15% of a similar text taken from one article.
The similarity index in such cases is above the approved limit for a single source. Authors are advised to paraphrase such text carefully and correctly quote the source to avoid plagiarism and copyright infringement. We all know that scientific manuscripts are written after careful study of previously published articles. It is therefore not easy
to draw a clear line between legitimate representation and plagiarism. However, the following important features can help in identifying different types of plagiarism content. To them: Playing other words, suggestions, ideas or conclusions as your own proper recognition. Recycling text, also known as plagiarism itself. This is the author's
use of a previous publication in another article without proper citation and recognition of the original source. To paraphrase the bad: Copy full paragraphs and change a few words without changing the structure of the original sentences or changing the structure of the sentence, but not the words. Literally copying the text without sticking
quotes and not recognizing the work of the original author. Correct citation of work, but poorly paraphrasing the original text is considered an unintentional plagiarism. Similarly, manuscripts with language somewhere between paraphrasing and citation are unacceptable. The authors must either paraphrase correctly or quote and in both
cases, cite the original source. A higher similarity in abstract, introductory materials and methods, as well as sections of discussion and conclusion, indicates that the manuscript may contain plagiarized text. Authors can easily explain these parts of the manuscript in different ways. However, technical terms and sometimes standard
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